PRESS RELEASE

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS WITH MAISON
VALMONT POUR LE MEURICE
TWO LIMITED-EDITION GIFTS
Paris, October, 2022 - This year, Maison Valmont pour Le Meurice is offering not one but two exclusive,
limited-edition gift ideas to treat the “beautistas” among your family and friends.

An ephemeral-edition shimmering sillage with Collezione Privata
For the festive season, the sensual sillage of
Collezione Privata eaux de parfums is available in
a range of scented body care products. The
luxurious bottles instilled with three fragrances in
this

limited-edition

gift

set

release

their

moisturizing constituent for a truly unique
moment of indulgence. The skin is delectably
scented and exquisitely moisturized by the
Valmont Body 24 Hour formula. A subtle
shimmery glow adds the finishing touch to this
limited edition, for flawless and beautiful skin.
Practical information:
Gift set comprising an eau de parfum, 100 ml and a Body 24 Hour fragrant body cream, 100 ml
Available in three sillages: Jazzy Twist, Lady Code, Private Mind
Available exclusively from La Maison Valmont for Le Meurice, from October 2022
Price: €250

An enchanting ritual
And for those who prefer to treat themselves to
a moment of wellness and relaxation, the Spa
Valmont teams have concocted an ephemeral
ritual for the body and face. The experience
begins with a deep massage of the back to ease
tension and induce sheer relaxation. The
cocooning moment continues with a moisturizing
facial treatment based on a protocol designed to
nourish and rejuvenate the skin from within,
thereby visibly attenuating the signs of aging. An
enchanting ritual available exclusively during the
festive season.
Practical information
Enchanting facial and body ritual, 90 minutes
Price: €350
Available from 28 November 2022 to 8 January 2023.
A gift voucher for this limited-edition treatment can be offered.
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Notes to the editor
LE MEURICE
The original palace hotel in the heart of historic Paris, Le Meurice is the very epitome of quiet elegance where
the world’s artists and thinkers have found their inspiration. Many of the rooms and apartments overlook the
Tuileries Garden including the exceptional Belle Etoile Suite which offers views of 18 of Paris’s landmarks. At the
2 Michelin-starred Restaurant Le Meurice Alain Ducasse, the flavour of every ingredient is preserved while at
Restaurant Le Dalí you’ll spot the quirky touches of the artist, whilst its colourful cuisine takes centre stage –
prepared with 95% locally sourced Ingredients. When time comes for tea, Cédric Grolet serves up a parade of
sweet treats and for pampering, La Maison Valmont pour Le Meurice is an oasis of calm, offering the finest spa
treatments by Swiss skincare experts.

https://www.dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/le-meurice/
FACEBOOK Le Meurice TWITTER @LeMeurice INSTAGRAM @lemeuriceparis PINTEREST @lemeuriceparis #DCMoments
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DORCHESTER COLLECTION
Dorchester Collection is a portfolio of the world’s foremost luxury hotels and residences. The unique properties are all
legendary in their own right, with rich heritages and worldwide reputations as places offering the most sought-after
experiences of good living, charm, elegance, and unparalleled standards of service.
The current portfolio includes the following hotels:
THE DORCHESTER LONDON, 45 PARK LANE LONDON, COWORTH PARK ASCOT
LE MEURICE PARIS, HÔTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE PARIS, HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA MILAN, HOTEL EDEN ROME
THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL BEVERLY HILLS, HOTEL BEL-AIR LOS ANGELES, THE LANA DUBAI (opening 2023)
FACEBOOK DC.Luxuryhotels TWITTER DC_LuxuryHotels INSTAGRAM DorchesterCollection PINTEREST DCluxuryhotels

#DCmoments
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